
NOISE

Question ER Sectfon 3.7 - Noise

RAI Question:

The ER states existing ambient noise in vicinity of the Moore Ranch Project area is
dominated by traffic noise from State Highway 387, surrounding oil and gas operations,
and on-site coal bed methane operations. However, it does not provide existing ambient
background sound levels. Additional information is required to adequately characterize
the existing environment.

1) Please provide any sound level measurement data to determine background
existing sound levels.

2) If no field measurements were taken please provide the methodology of how
the ambient background sound levels were determined for comparing future
noise impacts after the project commences.

Answer:

Uranium One did not perform any field measurements of noise at the Moore Ranch
License Area for the preparation of this License Application.

Ambient background sound levels are .based on analysis prepared for similar
environmental review documents. Specifically, several environmental reviews prepared
by the Bureau of Land Management provide information concerning ambient noise for
the Powder River Basin.

Proposed Revisions to License Application

The following changes are proposed to the license application in response to this RAI
question. Changes to the original text as submitted to NRC are noted in red-line/strikeout
method.

3.7 NOISE

Open rangeland is the primary land use within and in the surrounding 2.0 -mile
area. Other land uses include oil and gas and CBM production facilities, as well
as pastureland located to the west of the Project area. The existing ambient noise
in the vicinity of the Moore Ranch Project area is dominated by the traffic noise
from State Highway 387, surrounding oil and gas operations, and on-site CBM
operations.

Buckground noise surveys: have not been conducted bhi EMC in the area.
Hom'ever. lnoise 'n rural areas away from intdutsirial fb~citities and transporlatiorn



LiiiwiUl:j. 'cneridl/v 3 to 4) dBLA liihen the wind neeyL. are low, BackL haoun
noise ZeY i' the EPA cateLiorv f:rm iin va/ley are: avoime. 29 dBAiA:

Levein'1. 39 dB.: and nikh nime, 32 dBA. Local conditionh, such as tovographv

and fi-eque.ni hiuh vinds. can aher backgwround noise conditions.\ Te measured

ran.ge ofvca/es of dqv-n-iht sound levels outside dwelling, units exicntc fro 44
d/B on a kirm to 88.8 dB outside an apiartment located acldiacent to a fr•eewav.
Sowe exw•I(.!L,••o hese da:a are summarized in Fiure 3. 7-1 (EA 1974. EA

FiaZure 3.7-4 Outdoor Dav-iVielit Sound Level in d4 ct [arious Locations
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DAY-NIGHT
QUALITATIVE SOUND LEVEL
DESCRIPTIONS DECIBELS OUTDOOR LOCATIONS

LOS ANGELES - 3rd FLOOR APARTMENT NEXT TO
FfIEEWAY

LOS ANGEýLES- 34 MILE FROM TOUCH DOWN AT
MAJOR AIRPORT

IY NOISE 80 LOS ANGELES - DOWNTOWN WITH SOME CON-
!DOON TOWN tAJOR STRUCTION ACTIVITY
METROPOLIS. 0ARLEM - 2nd FLOOR APARTMENT

I
w-

t3

BOSTON - ROW HOUSING ON MAJOR AVENUE

WATTS - 8 MILES FROMfI TOUCH DOWN AT
MAJOR AIRPORT

NEWPORT - 3,5 MILES FROM TAKEOFF AT
SMALL AIRPORT

LOS ANGELES - OLD RESIDENTIAL AREA

FILLMORE- SMALL TOWN CUL-de-SAC

- SAN DIEGO -WOODED RESIDENTIAL

CALIFORNIA -TOMATO FIELD ON FARM

--40-

(EPA I19`3,

Levels anloise close to industrial licilities and tranStmrt-ation corridors in the
Powder River Basin are likely to be in the runge of 5' to 70( dA. depending on
the)roximi to these sources.(BLA[ 2003). 77he most significunt ambient noise in

the Mo:ore Ranch License Area is fiWon truitc on State Hi,-hwav 387, which



Iransects, ite license area. and CB,'f operations that ore located on site. In
paCrticular, two GBM cornmpressor stations in the innmediare vicinitv use multiple
engine's to move natural a 's from central rgathering faciihes and along high-
pressifre transmission oifelines. The location of these CB,11 compressor stations
is shown on Fi4ure 4. 14-1. Noise from these existing enomressor stations has
been estimated io be 55 dBA at 600 feet kom the compressor station (BfLM 2000).

There are no occupied housing units in the vicinity of the proposed Moore Ranch
Uranium Project. The nearest resident is approximately 4.3 miles to the east of
the license area. As a result of the remote location of the Project and the low
population density of the surrounding area, impact to noise or congestion above
ambient background noise within the Project area or in the surrounding 2.0-mile
area are not anticipated Additionally, given the maximum increase in population
due to migrant workers is insignificant, noise and congestion impacts are not
anticipated in Campbell or other neighboring counties.

A.ddmional References:

U.S. Blmeau of'Land 11onaeemen. 2003 Final EfwiromnientlI Inmactis StoteMnw
and PrIw •si) L Plan.mendment fir the Powder River Basin Oil and Gas Proiee,.
U'(Y-070-02-065( Ba ,thlo Field Office, I.Budo ffdo tnQ.

U.S Bureau of Lund Mianagemnet, 2000. Wvodak Drainaxe Coal Bed ,-ethane
En - Wn'rmtental Assessment. , l A W"Y-O7-01-034. Buffalo Field Oftece. Buf•ido.

ULS. Environnental Protlection Ae'nc,. !9i4. Infbrmation on Levels of"
Lnvironmental Noise Requisite to Protect Public Jeei;th and W"elfare with an
AdtjUaie Margin i? OSafety 50' 9 74-004

U.S. Env~irom:nn / nun 'onvion ixncv. I973 Impact Characterization of noisýe

Ineluding Imrplihations of.Iden'iitfg and Achieving Levels of Gum ulative Noise
,Exosure E Re1ort NT[1D 7. 4.



Question ER 4.7 No.1 Noise Impacts

RAI Question:

Please provide existing daily or peak hour traffic volumes and truck percentages on any
of the local roadways to be utilized by daily activities at the proposed facility.

Answer.

Average daily traffic volumes, including truck traffic percentages have been tabulated
and are shown on Table 4.2-1 in Section 4.2 of this Environmental Report. A discussion
of the noise impacts will be included in the revised Environmental Report section 4.7
Noise Impacts. A discussion of traffic impacts during the four phases of the project can
be found in the revision to section 4.2 of the Environmental Report prepared in response
to the RAI questions related to Transportation.

Question ER 4.7 No.2 Noise Impacts

RAI Question:

Please provide any future projections of traffic volumes and the percentage of trucks on
these roadways.

A ns-wer.

Projected daily truck and auto traffic volumes for the construction, operational,
restoration and decommissioning phases of the project have been estimated based on
recent traffic data and the maximum projected increase in vehicle traffic on the local
highways will be minimal. This minimal increase in vehicle traffic volume will not
significantly change the existing sound pressure (noise) levels at the site, adjacent to the
site, or along the local state highways. The tabulated projected vehicle traffic results are
shown on Table 4.2-1 in section 4.2 of this Environmental Report, and a discussion will
be included in the revised Environmental Report section 4.7 Noise Impacts. A discussion
of traffic impacts during the four phases of the project can be found in the revision to
section 4.2 of the Environmental Report prepared in response to the RAI questions
related to Transportation.

Proposed Revisions to License Application

The following changes are proposed to the license application in response to this RAI
question. Changes to the original text as submitted to NRC are noted in red-line/strikeout
method.



4.7 Noise Impacts

There are no occupied housing units in the vicinity of the proposed Moore Ranch
Project. Open rangeland is the primary land use within and in the surrounding 2. 0-
mile area. Other land uses include oil and gas and coal bed methane production
facilities, as well as pastureland located to the west of the project area. As a result of
the remote location of the project and the low population density of the surrounding
area, impact to noise or congestion within the project area or in the surrounding 2. 0-
mile area are not anticipated. Additionally, given the maximum increase in
population due to migrant workers is insignificant, noise and congestion impacts are
not anticipated in Campbell or other neighboring counties.

Average doily traffic volumes fbr the local highwavs in the iproiect area. State
Hi v 50, 59 and .;7 are shwwn in Table 4.2-1 (WYDOT 2009). The traffic

infbrmation includes data firom years 1997. 2006 and 2007. and breaks down the
truck traffic b, percentacge of he total tragfic volume recorded in 2007. A man of
the subject and regional roadways and communities is shown in Figure 4.2-I.

The most heavily used road segment will be State Hig'hwav 3817 between 1-25 to
the west and State Hi5hwav 59 to the east. Access to the Proiect area from
Gillette would be from State Highwav 59. and from Casper would be 1-25. traffic
will convercze on State Highway 38 7 fi-om the east and the. west.

Proiected daily truck and auto traffic volume data fbr the three local State
Himhwavs is also presented in Table 4.2-I. The protections are based on
exoueced vehicle traffic durinQ the construction, operational, restoration and
decornmissioning phases of the proiect. Using these vehicle traffic projections
and recent dawta supplied by WVYDOT fibr the vear 2007, it is estimated that on
average. a maximum increase of 4.8 gercent in truck rraflic volunme may occur
durin, the construction phase of the proiect. if all three local State tig'hwavs
were subject to the increased traffic. Given that the increases in truck traffic
volume is based on maximum projections for all the local highwavs. the
percentage increases in volume are minimal, and the minimal increases will not
significantlv change the existing sound pressure t7oise) levels at locations on or
adjacent to the project site.

Mitigation measures to control impacts from noise are discussed in section 5. 7

Additional rekrences:
WvoniinQ Department of Transportation, May. 2009. Highwav traffic survey data
provided by the Mapotaing, Division of the WIYDOT Planninf Denartment.



Question TR 7.1.5 - Noise Impacts of Construction

RAI Question.

Noise Impacts of Construction
The ER, again, states that there will be no noise or congestion impacts within a two-mile
area. However, it does not provide any projections due to construction activities
associated with the proposed project. Additional information is required to adequately
assess the noise impact of the project.

1. Please provide projections of typical machinery to be used at the project and the
reference sound levels associated with construction activities.

2. Please provide projected truck traffic associated with construction on the
roadways leading to the proposed facility.

Answer.

Please note that although these questions refer to section 7.1.5 of the ER they actually
pertain to section 7.1.5 of the TR (Noise Impacts of Construction). The proposed changes
in response to this RAI are for section 7.1.5 of the Technical Report.

1. Various equipment types will be used during the Project construction phase. TR
section 7.1.5 has been r'evised, as requested, to include sound level information
for the typical equipment anticipated for use during Plant construction.

2. In response to this RAI question, a data table including projected construction
truck traffic information will be added to the revised section 7.1.5 of this
Technical Report.

Proposed Revisions to License Application

The following changes are proposed to the license application in response to this RAI
question. Changes to the original text as submitted to NRC are noted in red-line/strikeout
method.

7.1.5 Noise Impacts of Construction

There are no occupied housing units in the vicinity of the proposed Moore Ranch
Project. Open rangeland is the primary land use within and in the surrounding
2.0-mile area. Other land uses include oil and gas and coal bed methane
production facilities, as well as pastureland located to the west of the Project
area. As a result of the remote location of the Project and the low population
density of the surrounding area, impact to noise or congestion within the Project
area or in the surrounding 2. 0-mile area are not anticipated. Additionally, given
the maximum increase in population due to migrant workers is insignicant, noise
and congestion impacts are not anticipated in Campbell or other neighboring
counties.



Although noise impacts during' construction will be minimal at the Project site
and surrounding area. a compilation of the noise levels of equipment anticipated
to be used during construction is provided below. Equipment required for
construction and installation of the proposed facility will include heavy eauoiment
(cranes, bulldozers. gVaders, track hoes. trenchers and front end loaders), and
heavv- and liqht-durv trucks. For the purposes of this environmehltal evaluation.
additional equipment that may be used during construction is listed below. Table

I-I below is wi inventory of potential construction eauipment. Noise levels in
this inventory are expressed in terms otfL,,,_,, noise levels and are accompanied by
aI usait.e kcor" value. Specification 721.560 was originallv developed by the
Central Arterv/7'Iunei fCA/Th proraW-m in Massachusetts for use on the "Bi
Dig" protict. This prog7ram was developed to be consistent with the intent of the
ciit of'Boston 's Noise Code. The CA/T program has adopted and refined the most
comprehensive and stringent construction noise control speeification 721.560 of
any public works proiect in the country. The specification contains both
'relative" noise criteria limits at identified noise sensitive receptor locations, as
well as "absolute" noise emission limits for an Wall equipment used on the
construction site i(Thalheiner, 1999). infbrmation f!-om the CA/T pro eram is used
6/r reference onlv as the remote conditions and notential impacts of" the Moore
Ranch Proiect. located in a remote area of Wvomin-. are /ir difyrent than the
urban imoacts of the Bi, Dig Proiect in Boston.



Table 7.1-1 Noise Emission Reference Levels anud Usage Factors

Equipment
Description

All Other
Equipment > 5

Auger Drill Rig

* Backhoe

* Bar Bender

Blasting

Boring Jack
* Power [,!nit

Chain Saw

Clam Shovel
(droppingj

Compactor
S(ground)

Compressor (ai

Concrete Batch
Plant

Concrete Mixer
Truck

Concrete Pump
Truck

Concrete Saw

Crane

Dozer

Drill Rig Truck

Drum AMixer

Dump T)uck

Device?~

AVO

Acoustical
Usage

Factor (%)

Spec.
721.560

L,,,,. (a, 50

feet (dBA,
slot)

Actual
Measured L,,.
@ 50 feet (dBA,
slow) (Samples

Averaged)

50

20

........ .... .... . .. . . . . . ... ...40

A\u: 20)

Y~es N/A

xo 50

No 20

Yes 0
.... ... ... .......... .... . .. ....... ............ . ...... ..... 4 ,

No

' No 40

No 20

No 20

Au 16

No ~4.0
N~o 20

Ivo 50

No 1 40

80

80

94

80

85

84

Y•'4

83

84

93

80

80

83

83

85

82

90

85

84

80

84

';0

N/A

79

81

90

81

82

79

80

!6



Table 7.1-1 Noise Emission Reference Levels and Usage Factors

Equipment
Description

Inpact
Device?

Excavator VN7

Flat Bed Truck Nio

Front End Loader '½

Generator No

Acoustical
Usage

Factor (%)

40.. .... .. .... ........... i .. .... ......
40

40

50

Spec.
721.560

iL,,,.@i,,50
feet (dBA,

slow)

85...... .....? ........
84

80

82

Actual
Measured L,,,L.
@ 50feet (dBA,
slow) (Samples

A veraged)

8]

74

79

Generator
(<25K VA. VMS ,

Signs)

(radall

Grader

Grapple (on
backhoe)

Horizontal Boring
IHlvdaulic ,Iack

Hydra Break Rain

ImJactc Pile
DrIiver

.Jackhammer

No

No

No';

50

40

40

40

70

85

85

85

83
N/A

,'_\,"o

Yes

Yes

80

10 90(

2 0 .95

20 + 85

82

M'/an Li/i

'Iounted Impact
Hammer (hoe
*ram)

Pavement
Scari/ier

Paver

Pickup Truck

Pneumatic Tools

N0

V()

()O

20

20(

85

90

101

89

75

90

90

77

85

20 85

50

40

50

tO

100

85

55
85

Pumps

Refi-'gerator (,;nit

No
No

77

82

81
73



Table 7.1-1 Noise Emission Reference Levels and Usage Factors

Spec. I Actual
Acoustical 721.560 Measured Lma

Equipment Impact. uig 50( SfrtdB
Description Device?

1 Factor (%) feet ((dBA, smto) (Sample,
slow) Averaged)

-it

I,
SI

RiA
Bustert/Chipping
Gun

Rock Drill

Roller

S•and Blasting
(single nozzle)

Scraper

Shleers (On
backhoe)

Yes

No

NoNO

20

20

20

85S 79

85 81

85 96

85 8440

40

50

85

80

96

Soil Mix Drill Rig Vo

Tractor No

V'entilation Fan i JoV

Vibrating Hopper No

*Vibratory
Concrete Mixer

fVibratory Pile
Driver

* Warning Horn No
h..............

ffelder/Torch No

AV(XI

40 84

100 85 79

50 85 87

20 80 80

20 95

40

40

10!

83

747 3

For each generic type of equipment listed in Table 7.1-1. the following
information is orovidedi:

" an indication as io whether or not the equipment is an impact device:
* the acoustical usage factor to asswne Ibr modeling purposes:
* the specification "Spec" limit for each piece of equipment expressed as an

L . level in dBA "slow" at a refinence distance of 50 lbot fiom the
loudest side ol'Ihe equipment:

* the measured "Actual" emission level at 50 feet for each piece of
equ iment based on hundreds of emission measurements per/brined on
C.1/T work sites.



Background noise surveys have not been conducted in the Moore Ranch area.
However, noise levels in rural areas awaiy from industrial kicilities and
transportation corridors are generallv in the range of 30 to 40 dBA wheh the
wind speeds are low. Backgrround noise levels Lor the EPA categorv "farm in
valley' are: daytime. 29 dBA: evening 39 dBA: and nighttime, 32 dBA. Local
conditions. such as tovoo'aphv and f"equent high winds, can alter background
noise conditions. The measured range of'values of'dav-nibht sound levels outside
dwelling units extends from 44 dB on a farm to 88.8 d8 outside an apartment
located adiacent to a fieeway. Some examples of these dlata are summariled in
Figure 7.1-1. (EPA 1974. EPA 1973).

Ahhough there is no site-s/pecific noise data for the Moore Ranch Proiect. noise
infbrmotion is available from the Lost Creek MSR project in Wvomning, with a
license application currentl, pending with the N.RC The Lost Creek ISR proiect
is located in a fiirlv remote part of Vvoming. with arecl topographic similarities
to Moore Ranch and is comnarable in project scale. tmaking Lost Creek an
aPvvroiriate analog. During construction. ]SR projects create noise dite to heavy
ecuimnent use and mine unit cdrilling. Drill rigs, heavy trucks, and equipment will
generate noise that will be audible on-site above the 30 to 40 A-weilzhted decibels
NdBA) of the background noise levels. At Lost Creek ISR the maximum measure oa
sound pressure (noise) during extploration activities was from a cement mixer and
a generator running, concurrently, which was 102 dBA. four feet from the source.
DurinQ construction, occasional instantaneous levels could be somewhat higher.
Field observations fbr the Lost Creek project indicated that driilin, activities are
inaudible to humans at distances greater that one mile. due to topographic
interkrence and other foctors (Lost Creek ISR. LLC. 2008).

FEigure 7 1-2 shows the maximum noise levels anticipated at the Moore Ranch site
during the construction Dhase of the proiect. Noise levels at the Project site
boundary could be as high as 80dB at times during construction. However this
construction activitv sound level is less than or similar to vehicle traffic noise
alongt HWY 38 7. and will not be a significant impact in the area.



F'iQure 7. 1-1 Outdoor Day-Night Sound Level in dB at Various Locations
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Truck traffic is common on Stute Highwavs 387. 59 and 50 as a result of the
construction and operational activities of' the oil and gLas. coal and CBAf
indihsries. Average daily traffIc vohinmes fbr the local hi4nvhws in the proiect
area. State Highwavs 50. 59 and 387, are shown in Table 7.1-2 (W4,YDOT 2009).
The traffic information includes data from years 1997. 2006 and 2007:
additional/v. rrojected daily truck and auto traffic volume data fbr the three local
State Higgh-wavs are also presented

During the construction phase of the proiect. truck traffic will consist of a
maximum often deliveries per clay. resulting irt an estimated maximum increase
in truck traffic of 4.8%. The nroiected truck traffic increase -is based on the
conservative scenario of all three local State Hifghwavs be ing-subiected to the
increased traffic. Travelling from the construction site. trucks will on/v pass
occunied residences o,)nce they ,each WYL) 387. which is a well-traveled road as
showvn in Tble h7, 1-2. Thebrfore the increase in truck traffic caused by the proiect
is not expected to he noticeable, and die noise impact will be very minor given the
location.

Additional Rekirences

http :/iwww, f/hwa. dot. gzov/•,'jironutient/noiseihandbook09. htnt

Lost Creek ISR. LLC. 2008. Lost Creek Project. South-Central Wwvo.ing.
Envirownental Report, Application /br US NRC Source Material License Rev]. ye
4-47,

Thalheimer. Erich.. 1999. Construction Noise Control Program and Mitigation
S/rategyv at the Central Artery/Tunnel Project. Noise Control Engineering ,*ournal
V'olume 48,

U.S. Environmental Protection Agencvy 1974. lInbrmation on Levels of
Environmental Noise Requisite to Protect Public Health and Wel/fire with an
Adequate Margin a/Safetv. 550/9- 74-004

U' S. Environmental Protection A gencv. 1973. lmnact Characterization of Noise
Including hno/)ications of ldenrifi.inl and Achieving. LeveLs of C(umulative NYoise
Exposure. EPI Revort NTID 73.4,

Wyoming Department o" 7ransportaion. Mra, 2009. Highwav trafic survev data
provided by the Alapping Division of the WYDOT PlanninQ Department.



Question 6.1 Radiological Environmental Monitoring

RAI Question:

Radiological Monitoring Environmental Measurements and Monitoring Program, ER
Section 6.1 includes an in-depth evaluation of data from the baseline radiological
environmental monitoring program. However, it is not clear as to the specific program
(sampling locations and media, frequency, and analysis) that is intended to be continued
as the operational program. Provide details for the proposed operational program,
including sampling media, locations (with an accompanying map), frequency of
sampling, type analyses, detection levels, and quality control measures.

Answer:

New section 6.2, Airborne Effluent and Environmental Monitoring, is provided. In
addition, new Addendum 6.5-A is included to provide the Uranium One Wyoming In
Situ Recovery Projects Quality Assurance Plan:

Proposed Revisions to License Application

The following changes are proposed to the license application in response to this RAI
question. Changes to the original text as submitted to NRC are noted in red-line/strikeout
method.

New Section 6.2:

6.2 AIRBORNE EFFLUENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING
PROGRAM

Air Particulate

Potential air particulate releases from the central plant processes will be monitored at
the same air monitoring locations (MRA-1 through MRA-4) that were used for baseline
determination of air particulate concentrations as described in Section 6.1. Sampling
locations are shown on Figure 6.2-1. These locations were selected as recommended in
Regulatory Guide 4.14, which calls for a minimum. of three air monitoring stations at or
near the site boundaries, one station at or close to the nearest occupiable structure with
10 km of the site, and one station at a control or background location. Monitoring will be
performed using low volume air particulate samplers. Filters will be collected weekly to
help prevent dust loading and will be composited on an approximate quarterly basis to
provide respective estimates of average radionuclide concentrations and detection levels
as specified in Regulatory Guide 4.14. Each quarterly batch of air filters from the four
monitoring stations will be submitted to a contract laboratory for analysis of Ra-226, U-
nat, Th-230, and Pb-21 0. Results of the operational air particulate monitoring program
will be reported in the semi-annual effluent reports required by 10 CFR § 40.65.



Radon

Preoperational radon monitoring locations were selected prior to placement of air
particulate monitoring stations and final selection of the central plant site. Air
particulate station locations during preoperational monitoring were slightly different
from "associated" radon monitoring stations due to logistical issues related to the
availability of hard line electrical powerfor long-term site monitoring. Although some of
the preoperational radon stations did not exactly coincide with air particulate station
locations, in each case there was one or more radon station reasonably close to each air
particulate station. Baseline Rn-222 results indicated a relatively minor degree of
spatial variability in radon concentrations across the site.

Operational radon monitoring will be accomplished at the four air particulate stations as
recommended in Regulatory Guide 4.14. The control/background air monitoring station
will be represented by station number MRA-4 as shown in Fig. 6.2-1. This location is at
least one mile west/southwest (i.e., upwind) of the plant location and wellfeld areas.

Monitoring will be performed using Track-Etch radon cups. The cups will be exchanged
on a semiannual basis in order to achieve the required lower limit of detection (LLD). In
addition to the manufacturer's Quality Assurance program, EMC will expose one
duplicate radon Track Etch cup per monitoring period.

In addition to the environmental monitoring, the release of radon from process
operations will be estimated using the source term method described in Section 4.12.2
and will be reported in the semi-annual effluent reports required by 10 CFR § 40.65.

Surface Soil

Operational soil sampling will be conducted on an annual basis. Locations will include
each of the four air particulate sampling locations located within the site boundaries.
Samples will be collected as discrete grab samples of surface soils as indicated in Table
2 of Regulatory Guide 4.14, and will be analyzed for U-nat, Ra-226, and Pb-210.
Sampling depth will be 5 cm for consistency with Regulatory Guide 4.14 baseline soil
sampling surveys conducted at the site.

Subsurface Soil

Regulatory Guide 4.14 does not indicate subsurface soil sampling during operational
phases of the site. Post operational subsurface soil samples will be taken following
conclusion of operations and will be compared to the results of the preoperational
monitoring program.



Figure 6.2-1
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Locations



Vegetation

Preoperational vegetation samples from the Moore Ranch Uranium Project site were
collected in 2007 at the locations described in Section 6.1.

EMC does not propose to perform operational vegetation sampling at the environmental
monitoring stations. In accordance with the provisions of USNRC Regulatory Guide 4.14,
Footnote (o) to Table 2 requires that "vegetation and forage sampling need be carried
out only if dose calculations indicate that the ingestion pathway from grazing animals is
a potentially significant exposure pathway... " defined as a pathway which would expose
an individual to a dose in excess of 5% of the applicable radiation protection standard.
This pathway was evaluated by MILDOS-Area and is discussed further in Section 4.12.2.

Direct Radiation

Environmental gamma radiation levels will be monitored continuously at the air
monitoring stations (MRA-1 through MRA-4). Gamma radiation will be monitored
through the use of environmental dosimeters obtained from a NVLAP certified vendor.
The environmental dosimeter used for direct radiation measurements will be the InLight
dosimeter from Landauer or equivalent. The InLight has a lower limit of detection of
0. Jmrem. Dosimeters will be exchanged on a quarterly basis.

Deep Disposal Well Monitoring

Monitoring of liquid effluent disposed of through the deep disposal well(s) will be
conducted in accordance with the Class I Underground Injection Control Permit(s)
issued by the Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality-Water Quality Division.



Revised Section 6.5:

6.5 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM

A quality assurance program will be implemented at the Moore Ranch Project for all
relevant operational monitoring and analytical procedures. The objective of the program
will be to identify any deficiencies in the sampling techniques and measurement
processes so that corrective action can be taken and to obtain a level of confidence in the
results of the monitoring programs. The QA program will provide assurance to the
regulatory agencies and the public that the monitoring results are valid. The Uranium
One Quality Assurance Plan for Wvoming ISR Operations is provided in Addendum 6.5-
A

The QA program will address the following:

* Formal delineation of organizational structure and management responsibilities.
Responsibility for both review/approval of written procedures and monitoring
data/reports will be provided.

0 Minimum qualifications and training programs for individuals performing
radiological monitoring and those individuals associated with the QA program.

0 Written procedures for QA activities. These procedures will include activities
involving sample analysis, calibration of instrumentation, calculation techniques, data
evaluation, and data reporting.

• Quality control (QC) in the laboratory. Procedures will cover statistical data
evaluation, instrument calibration, duplicate sample programs and spike sample
programs. Outside laboratory QA/QC programs are included.

* Provisions for periodic management audits to verify that the QA program is
effectively implemented, to verify compliance with applicable rules, regulations and
license requirements, and to protect employees by maintaining effluent releases and
exposures ALARA.

QA procedures will include:

1. Environmental monitoring procedures.

2. Testing procedures.

3. Exposure procedures.

4. Equipment operation and maintenance procedures.



5. Employee health and safety procedures.

6. Incident response procedures.




